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Constitutional and thermal point defects in B2 NiAl
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The formation energies of point defects and the interaction energies of various defect pairs in NiAl are
calculated from first principles within an orderN, locally self-consistent Green’s-function method in conjunc-
tion with multipole electrostatic corrections to the atomic sphere approximation. The theory correctly repro-
duces the ground state for the off-stoichiometric NiAl alloys. The constitutional defects~antisite Ni atoms and
Ni vacancies in Ni-rich and Al-rich NiAl, respectively! are shown to form ordered structures in the ground
state, in which they tend to avoid each other at the shortest distance on their sublattice. The dominant thermal
defects in Ni-rich and stoichiometric NiAl are calculated to be triple defects. In Al-rich alloys another type of
thermal defect dominates, where two Ni vacancies are replaced by one antisite Al atom. As a result, the
vacancy concentration decreases with temperature in this region. The effective defect formation enthalpies for
different concentration regions of NiAl are also obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The outstanding physical, chemical, and mechanical pr
erties of the intermetallic compound NiAl~Refs. 1,2! have
given rise to a variety of commercial applications in the a
craft industry, electronics, and catalysis industry. During
last decade, a number ofab initio studies of NiAl have been
performed in order to describe the nature of the int
atomic bonding,3–6 electronic structure,7–12 cohesive
properties,7,13–17 defect energetics,18–22 and optical
properties23–27 of this Hume-Rothery electronic compoun
leading to a scientific basis for the understanding of the co
plicated phenomena which take place during manufactu
and application of NiAl-containing alloys.

The structure of point defects in NiAl has been the subj
of experimental and theoretical studies since the pionee
work of Bradley and Taylor28 ~see also Ref. 29! who have
shown that the variation of the lattice parameter and we
density of NiAl with alloy composition can be successfu
explained only if one assumes that antisite Ni atoms on
Al sublattice exist in the Ni-rich off-stoichiometric NiAl-
based alloys, while the deviation from the exact stoichio
etry in the Al-rich alloys is formed due to vacancies on t
Ni sublattice.

The existence of constitutional vacancies in NiAl was i
tially understood as a tendency of the alloy to keep the nu
ber of valence electrons per unit cell below a certain lim
(3e/cell) in order to prevent filling the energetically unfa
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~9!/6003~16!/$15.00
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vorable electronic states in the next Brillouin zone. This ki
of explanation is applicable to some alloys and compou
with predominantly metallic chemical bonding.30–32 Since
the covalent and ionic components of the interatomic bo
ing are rather strong in NiAl,5 the explanation in terms o
electron concentration does not seem to be entirely conv
ing. Moreover, the electron concentration has been foun
exceed the limit of 3e/cell in ternary Ni-Al-Cu B2-based
alloys,33 where it may reach a value as high as 3.38e/cell.
Recent studies performed by Smirnov34,35and by Cottrell36,37

show that the stability and even the ordering of constitutio
vacancies may be satisfactorily explained in terms of lo
bond strengths, which is consistent with the local nature
the chemical bonding in NiAl. Within the local bond pictur
the tendency of NiAl to form constitutional vacancies on t
Al-rich side may be attributed to the fact that the Al-Al bon
is much weaker than the Ni-Ni or Al-Ni bonds.

However, Fermi-surface effects may still play a signi
cant role in the off-stoichiometric Ni-rich NiAl. It has bee
first shown by Egorushkinet al.38 and later by Zhao and
Harmon39 and Stockset al.,40 that a distinct nesting featur
of the Fermi surface of Ni0.625Al0.375 may be related to the
7R fcc-based structure of NiAl Martensite. The competiti
in energy between the bcc- and fcc-based structures of N
alloys which takes place in the interval 50–75 at. % Ni~Refs.
13,15! explains why the system is so sensitive to the det
of the Fermi surface in this compositional region.

Crystal structures suggested for the NiAl Martensite41–43
6003 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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may require a certain type of ordering of antisite defects
the Ni-rich NiAl. Short-range ordering of the constitution
vacancies in the Al-rich NiAl is also expected fro
experiment.44–46The crystal structures of the phases adjac
to NiAl: Ni 2Al3,28,29 Ni3Al4,47 and Ni5Al3 ~Ref. 48! may be
considered as ordered structures of constitutional defect
theB2 underlying lattice. Thus, the defect ordering is impo
tant for understanding the structural transformations in Ni

The thermal disorder in NiAl is also unusual. Therm
defects in an ordered binary alloy of a fixed compositi
must appear in a balanced manner in order to preserve
alloy stoichiometry. For example, an elementary thermal
fect in Ni3Al may be described as an exchange of pairs
antisite~Al and Ni! atoms.49 Thermal disorder in theB2-type
intermetallics is often of a triple defect type50 and the triple
defect formed by two Ni vacancies and one antisite Ni at
is considered to be the dominant thermal excitation
NiAl. 1,2

The equilibrium concentrations of thermal defects in Ni
have been investigated by means of semiempir
models51,34,35,52 as well as on the basis of first-principle
calculations18,19,22 and atomic-scale simulations.53–55 The
considerations are commonly based on the model of a ga
noninteracting point defects as proposed by Wagner
Schottky.56 This model has been used to study defects
intermetallics using either a canonical54,55 or grand
canonical18,22,57–59 formalism. The two formalisms are
equivalent60 in the sense that they must yield the same res
for the equilibrium defect concentrations. However, the
nonical formalism is more conveniently applied to the ca
of a single-phase alloy at a fixed atomic composition, wh
it allows for a simple theoretical description of thermal d
fects, as will be shown in Secs. II and V.

First-principles calculations by Fuet al.18 have confirmed
that in stoichiometric as well as in Ni-rich NiAl the domina
thermal excitations are indeed of the triple defect type. Ho
ever, for the Al-rich compositions, a relatively high conce
tration of antisite Al atoms on the Ni sublattice is obtain
numerically18 and also expected from x-ray diffractio
experiments.61 The calculated equilibrium concentration
the antisite Ni atoms in the Al-rich NiAl is unexpected
low.18 Furthermore, using a semiempirical mean-field a
proach, Smirnov34,35 has shown that one can expect
anomalous thermal behavior of the equilibrium vacancy c
centration for the Al-rich compositions where the tempe
ture dependence of the vacancy concentration may ha
minimum. All this clearly shows that the actual statistics
thermal defects in Al-rich NiAl is inconsistent with the tripl
defect model.

In this work we performab initio calculations of the elec
tronic structure and total energy of NiAl intermetallic com
pounds containing four types of point defects~two vacancies
and two antisite defects! in different combinations and spa
tial configurations in order to find the defect formation e
thalpies and pair defect interaction energies. Based on
obtained values, we study the type of constitutional defe
as well as the statistics of thermal defects. We show that
statistics of thermal defects can be interpreted in terms
composition-conserving defects and that in the Al-rich
gion at low temperatures the dominant thermal defect is o
different, so-called interbranch type. A simplified analytic
n
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treatment of thermal defects is proposed for the nea
stoichiometric as well as for the concentrated o
stoichiometric NiAl alloys. The obtained analytical expre
sions allow for a physically transparent interpretation of t
effective defect formation energies and volumes as wel
their concentration dependencies.

II. GENERAL FORMALISM

A. Alloy configurations

We will consider a single-phaseB2 NiAl alloy having a
fixed atomic composition, Ni1/22dAl1/21d , where d is the
deviation from stoichiometry. The alloy components~Al and
Ni atoms! and vacancies,i 5$Al,Ni, V%, occupy N lattice
sites on the two sublattices (a5$Al,Ni %) of theB2 structure.
Each sublattice hasNa5 1

2 N sites occupied byni a
atoms or

vacancies.
In the canonical ensemble the number of Al atomsnAl

5nAlAl
1nAlNi

and the number of Ni atomsnNi5nNiAl

1nNiNi
are fixed. At the same time, the number of vacanc

in the alloy nV5nVAl
1nVNi

as well as the total number o
lattice sitesN may vary. The distribution of alloy compo
nents between the sublattices may be described in term
site concentrations:ci a

5ni a
/Na . However, since the num

ber of lattice sites is not conserved in the presence of vac
cies, it is more convenient to useatomicconcentrations de-
fined with respect to the total number of atomsNat5nAl
1nNi :

xi a
5

ni a

Nat
. ~1!

If necessary, one can easily transform between the ato
and site concentrations using the following relationship:ci a
52xi a

/(11xV), wherexV5nV /Nat is the net concentration
of vacancies.

With these definitions, one has six atomic concentratio
and three constraints

(
i

xi Al
5(

i
xi Ni

,

xAl5(
a

xAla
5

1

2
1d,

xNi5(
a

xNia
5

1

2
2d, ~2!

which reflects the fact that the numbers of lattice sites on
two sublattices are equal and that the numbers of Al and
atoms are conserved.

The problem is to find four concentrations,xd , of point
defects: two antisite atoms,d5$NiAl ,AlNi%, and two vacan-
cies,d5$VAl ,VNi%, as a function of temperatureT, pressure
p, and deviation from stoichiometryd. According to Eq.~2!,
only three of the four defect concentrations are independ

xAlNi
2xNiAl

1
1

2
~xVNi

2xVAl
!5d. ~3!
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Alternatively, the atomic order can be specified by thr
other independent variables: the net concentration of va
cies and two long-range order~LRO! parameters62

xV5xVNi
1xVAl

,

hNi52~xNiNi
2xNiAl

! ,

hAl52~xAlAl
2xAlNi

! . ~4!

The atomic concentrations of the alloy components can
uniquely expressed through these three variables as follo

4xAlAl
52xAl1hAl , 4xAlNi

52xAl2hAl ,

4xNiAl
52xNi2hNi , 4xNiNi

52xNi1hNi ,

4xVAl
52xV2hAl1hNi , 4xVNi

52xV1hAl2hNi . ~5!

In Fig. 1 we show the domain of possible configuratio
for the alloy Ni0.45Al0.55 as a contour plot in the (hAl ,hNi)
plane for different vacancy concentrations. At zero vaca
concentration, the configurational space of the LRO para
eters is restricted to the segmentuOAu. For a nonzero va-
cancy concentration, the configurational space expands
band of finite width which is restricted by the natural boun
of the LRO parametersuhAlu<112d and uhNiu<122d.

Infinitesimal changes of the variablesxV , hNi , and hAl
correspond to the following three processes, respectivel
divacancy formation~D!, a jump of a vacancy from the Al to
the Ni sublattice with a simultaneous formation of a Ni a
tisite defect on the Al sublattice (JN), and a jump of a va-
cancy from the Ni to the Al sublattice with the simultaneo

FIG. 1. Three-dimensional domain of possible configuratio
for the binary off-stoichiometric Ni0.45Al0.55 alloy. The boundary of
the domain is shown by contour lines in thehNi2hAl plane for
different vacancy concentrationsxV . Point O corresponds to a com
pletely disordered state of the alloy with no vacancies. PointsA or
V correspond to maximally ordered states of the alloy having a
site atoms or vacancies, respectively, as constitutional defects
e
n-

e
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s

y
-

a
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-

formation of an Al antisite defect on the Ni sublattice (JA).
These processes can be expressed in the form of defec
actions:

0→VNi1VAl ,

VAl→VNi1NiAl ,

VNi→VAl1AlNi , ~6!

respectively. Hereafter we follow the quasichemical conv
tion and omit the AlAl and NiNi in the equations of defec
reactions.

B. Wagner-Schottky model

The equilibrium state of the alloy at temperatureT and
pressurep is determined by the minimum of the Gibbs fre
energyG or, equivalently, of its excess valueDG defined
relative to some standard states and normalizedper atom:

DG5DE1pDV2TDS. ~7!

HereDE, DV, andDS are the alloy formation energy, vol
ume and entropy, respectively. As the standard states
choose here pure fcc Ni and Al and, therefore, the energ
alloy formation is defined as

DE5ENi1/22d
Al1/21d2xNiENi2xAlEAl , ~8!

which, combined with the second term in Eq.~7!, gives the
enthalpy~or heat! of alloy formationDH:

DH5DE1pDV. ~9!

It is well known that the enthalpy of alloy formation63 and
the lattice parameter28,29 of NiAl are essentially linear func-
tions of the alloy composition. In such a case the Wagn
Schottky model56 exploiting the picture of a gas of non
interacting point defects on well-defined sublattices may
applied. The model rests on two basic assumptions.

~i! The enthalpy of alloy formation depends linearly o
the defect concentrations,

DH5DHNiAl 1(
d

Hdxd , ~10!

whereDHNiAl is the enthalpy of formation of the stoichio
metric NiAl andHd is the defect formation enthalpy.

~ii ! Only the mean-field configurational entropy is tak
into account,

S5~11xV!lnS 11xV

2 D2(
a

(
i

xi a
ln xi a

, ~11!

wherei 5$Al,Ni, V% anda5$Al,Ni %. The parameters of the
Wagner-Schottky model are the defect formation enthalp

Hd5
]DH

]xd
. ~12!

In practice, it is common to linearize the pressure dep
dence of the defect formation enthalpy atp50, i.e.,

Hd5Ed1pVd , ~13!

s

i-
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whereEd is the defect formation energy andVd is the defect
formation volume which may be obtained from the results
ab initio calculations performed atT50 andp50:

Ed5
]DE

]xd
, Vd5

]DV

]xd
. ~14!

The minimization of the Gibbs excess free energy in c
figurational space (xV ,hNi ,hAl) in the Wagner-Schottky
model leads to the following set of Bragg-Williams-typ
equations for equilibrium defect concentrations:

4xVAl
xVNi

~11xV!2
5exp@2HD /T#, ~15a!

xNiAl
xVNi

xNiNi
xVAl

5exp@2HJN /T#, ~15b!

xAlNi
xVAl

xAlAl
xVNi

5exp@2HJA /T#. ~15c!

Here HD , HJA , and HJN are the enthalpies of the defe
reactions~6! which are connected with the formation entha
pies of the four point defects by the following equations:

HD5HVAl
1HVNi

,

HJN5HNiAl
1HVNi

2HVAl
,

HJA5HAlNi
1HVAl

2HVNi
. ~16!

Expressed in terms of the site concentrations, the se
equations~15! take the usual form of mass action law for th
quasichemical reactions~6!. The equilibrium defect concen
trations can be found either numerically by solving Eq.~15!
together with Eq.~3!, as is done in the present work, or ev
analytically by a reduction to fourth-order polynomial equ
tions for the site concentrations as shown by Hagen
Finnis.55

C. Constitutional defects in off-stoichiometric alloys

Theground statestructure of an alloy is that which mini
mizes its free energy or, equivalently, the formation entha
at T50. According to the Nernst theorem the ground state
a binary off-stoichiometric alloy must be either a fully o
dered phase or a mixture of two ordered phases. Howeve
one deals with an alloy such as NiAl, which is stable in
wide single-phase region, it is convenient to consider
maximally ordered state49 which is the ground state of th
alloy under the restriction that the alloy does not underg
phase separation. It is obvious from Eq.~3! that in the maxi-
mally ordered state of an off-stoichiometric alloy (dÞ0)
there should be a finite concentration of either antisite ato
or vacancies on the sublattice of the deficient alloy com
nent. The defects which are actually present in the ma
mally ordered state are calledconstitutional defects.

Although in general both antisite defects and vacanc
may be present in the maximally ordered state, the defec
only one type is usually stable in the off-stoichiometric all
f
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-
d

y
f
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s

a

s
-
i-

s
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at 0 K, which is also the case of NiAl. This is also consiste
with the Wagner-Schottky model in which the enthalpy
alloy formation is a linear function of defect concentratio
and thus the presence of two kinds of defects in the ma
mally ordered state is an exception.

In the configurational space of the LRO paramet
(hAl ,hNi), the maximally ordered state corresponds to o
of the vertexes of the domain of possible alloy configu
tions. For instance, the maximally ordered state of
Ni0.45Al0.55 off-stoichiometric alloy presented in Fig.
should be either at vertexA if the constitutional defects are
antisite Al atoms or at vertexV if the constitutional defects
are Ni vacancies.

The stability of antisite defects relative to vacancies
determined by their enthalpies of formation, Eq.~12!, or, in
other words, by the slopes of the twobranchesof the en-
thalpy of alloy formationDH(d) considered as a function o
concentration of either vacancies or antisite defects. Fr
Eq. ~3! one finds that the concentration of constitutional d
fects isxAa

c 5udu in the case of antisites orxVa

c 52udu in the

case of vacancies~the superscriptc stands for the constitu
tional defects!. Therefore, a necessary condition for vaca
cies to become the constitutional defects in o
stoichiometric alloys is 2HVNi

,HAlNi
for the Al-rich region

and 2HVAl
,HNiAl

for the Ni-rich region.

D. Thermal defects

The thermal defectsappear at a finite temperature in a
dition to the constitutional defects. Since the alloy compo
tion is fixed they can appear only in the compositio
conserving combination of single point defects obeying
condition

xAlNi

t 2xNiAl

t 1
1

2
~xVNi

t 2xVAl

t !50 ~17!

so that the total defect concentrationsxd5xd
c1xd

t , again sat-
isfy Eq. ~3!.

It follows from Eq.~17! that none of the point defects ca
be a thermal defect alone. Point defects may be therm
generated at least in pairs or in some other possible com
nation, i.e., as acomposition-conserving defect~CD!. In gen-
eral, a thermal defect may consist of several point defe
with a specific spatial arrangement due to the interaction
the point defects with each other and also with the const
tional defects. It is obvious, however, that if the point defe
interactions are relatively weak, the thermal defects will a
pear as the simplest composition-conserving combination
points defects, provided that, in the most common situati
one thermal defect is dominant over the others.64

Which thermal defect is the dominant one, can be de
mined from the equilibrium concentrations of individu
point defectsxd

t by comparing their relative ratio to that o
the composition-conserving defects. The simpl
composition-conserving defects are listed below for a g
eral case of an arbitrary alloy composition and then, se
rately, for the off-stoichiometric alloys in which there is a
additional degree of freedom due to the presence of the c
stitutional defects.
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1. General case

There are four simplest composition-conserving defe
consisting of two types of point defects64 which can be ther-
mally activated in the maximally ordered alloy of any com
position including the defect-free stoichiometric alloy~the
defects are schematically shown in Fig. 2!. The defect reac-
tions and the relations between the concentrations of the
point defects are as follows.

Exchange antisite defect (X),

0→NiAl1AlNi : xX5xNiAl

t 5xAlNi

t . ~18!

Divacancy or Schottky defect (D):

0→VAl1VNi : xD5xVAl

t 5xVNi

t . ~19!

Triple Ni or simply triple defect~TN!:

0→2VNi1NiAl : xTN5
1

2
xVNi

t 5xNiAl

t . ~20!

Triple Al defect ~TA!:

0→2VAl1AlNi : xTA5
1

2
xVAl

t 5xAlNi

t . ~21!

The formation enthalpy of a composition-conserving d
fect HCD may be defined as the enthalpy of the correspo
ing quasichemical reaction. Thus, for the exchange, triple
and triple Al defects one has

HX5HNiAl
1HAlNi

5HJN1HJA ,

HTN5HNiAl
12HVNi

5HJN1HD ,

HTA5HAlNi
12HVAl

5HJA1HD , ~22!

respectively, where we have also established the connec
to the enthalpies~16! of defect reactions~6!.

The pressure dependence of the formation enthalpy
composition-conserving defect may also be represente
the form ~13!. The formation energy~volume! of the
composition-conserving defect is then the sum of the form
tion energies~volumes! of its constituents.

FIG. 2. Two-dimensional scheme illustrating some typic
composition-conserving defects inB2 NiAl.
ts
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2. Off-stoichiometric alloys

As mentioned above, the presence of the constitutio
defects in the maximally ordered state of an o
stoichiometric alloy gives an additional possibility to satis
Eq. ~17! by replacing the constitutional antisites by vacanc
and vice versa. In this case the concentration of the ther
point defects of the same type as the constitutional def
may take on a negative value.

Since the process of formation of such defects may
viewed as a transition of the alloy from the stable to t
unstable branch, we will call it aninterbranchdefect. The
formation of an interbranch defect is accompanied by
annihilation of the constitutional defects. Interbranch defe
in NiAl are shown schematically in Fig. 3 for the Ni-ric
region where the constitutional defects are Ni antisites
for the Al-rich region where the constitutional defects are
vacancies. The defect reactions and the concentration
thermal point defects are as follows.

Interbranch Ni defect~IN!:

NiAl→2VAl : xIN52xNiAl

t 5
1

2
xVAl

t . ~23!

Interbranch Al defect~IA !:

2VNi→AlNi : xIA52xVNi

t 5
1

2
xAlNi

t . ~24!

The formation enthalpies of the interbranch defects ar

H IN52HVAl
2HNiAl

5HD2HJN ,

H IA5HAlNi
22HVNi

5HJA2HD . ~25!

They characterize the relative stability of the antisite a
vacancy branches in the Ni-rich and Al-rich NiAl, respe
tively. Since the antisite and vacancy branches in Al-richB2
transition metal aluminides are competitive in energy,
interbranch Al defect may become the lowest-energy ther
defect in this compositional region.

E. Thermal defect concentrations: analytical consideration

In this section, simple analytical expressions for the co
centrations of the main thermal defects in NiAl will be d
rived using the mass action law equations~15! and relations
~22! and ~25!. Let us for now assume that a triple defect

l

FIG. 3. Interbranch defects in Ni-rich and Al-rich NiAl. Not
that interbranch defects are composition conserving.
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the dominant thermal defect in the stoichiometric NiAl, a
that the defect concentrations in the maximally ordered s
are

xNiAl

c 5H 2d, d,0

0, d.0
, xVNi

c 5H 0, d,0

2d, d.0
. ~26!

The validity of these assumptions is confirmed by the exp
mental data and by the first-principles calculations, as will
discussed in Secs. IV and V A. Since our analysis is p
formed in the framework of the Wagner-Schottky model, t
results are valid only for noninteracting point defects.

1. Nearly stoichiometric NiAl

Nearly stoichiometric alloy is defined as an alloy in whi
the concentration of thermal defects is large compared to
concentration of constitutional defects,udu!xd

t !1. The
equilibrium concentration of triple defects in the stoichi
metric NiAl (d50) can be found using Eqs.~15a!, ~15b!,
and ~20!:

xTN'225/3exp@2HTN/3T#. ~27!

The atomic concentrations of antisite Ni atoms and Ni
cancies arexNiAl

t 'xTN andxVNi

t '2xTN .

The following expressions for the left-hand-side a
right-hand-side first derivatives ofxTN with respect tod can
readily be obtained for nearly-stoichiometric NiAl:

dxTN

dd U
d50

5H 1/3, d,0,

22/3, d.0.
~28!

It is noteworthy, that the first derivatives of the thermal d
fect concentrations are discontinuous at the stoichiome
composition, and independent of temperature. This disco
nuity exactly compensates for the discontinuities in the fi
derivatives of the atomic concentrations of constitutional
fects, Eq.~26!. As a result, the total~constitutional plus ther-
mal! defect concentrations, as well as the Gibbs free ene
are smooth functions of alloy composition in the vicinity
d50 at finite temperatures.

2. Concentrated Ni-rich NiAl

Concentrated off-stoichiometric~Ni-rich or Al-rich! al-
loys are defined as alloys in which the concentration of c
stitutional defects is large compared to the concentration
thermal defects,xd

t !udu!1. The estimate of the concentra
tion of thermal triple defects in Ni-rich alloy (d,0) is

xTN'225/2~2d!21/2exp@2HTN/2T#, ~29!

and the total atomic concentrations of point defects
xNiAl

'2d1xTN andxVNi
'2xTN .

3. Concentrated Al-rich NiAl

Considering triple defects as the dominant thermal defe
in Al-rich NiAl ( d.0), we find that their concentration de
creases rapidly with increasingd:

xTN'225
112d

d2
exp@2HTN /T#. ~30!
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The atomic concentrations of point defects arexNiAl
'xTN

andxVNi
'2d12xTN .

On the other hand, if we assume that interbranch Al
fects dominate, we arrive at

xIA'23
d2

112d
exp@2H IA /T#, ~31!

i.e., the concentration of defects grows almost quadratic
with d. The total atomic concentrations of point defects a
xVNi

'2d22xIA andxAlNi
'xIA . If the formation enthalpy of

an interbranch Al defect is sufficiently small, one can exp
a competition between triple and interbranch Al defects
the Al-rich NiAl.

F. Effective formation enthalpies

A subject that still remains confusing despite the fact t
it has been addressed and clarified several times in
literature,65,59,22is the interpretation of the experimental da
for so-calledeffectivedefect formation enthalpies in partiall
ordered alloys. The problem here originates from the unw
ranted transfer of a simple formalism which is used to obt
the vacancy formation enthalpy in a monoatomic solid fro
the measured vacancy concentration, to the case of defec
partially ordered alloys.

The formalism is based on the Arrhenius formula co
necting the equilibrium defect concentration with the effe
tive defect formation enthalpyHd

eff5Ed
eff1pVd

eff as follows:

cd5exp@2~Hd
eff2TSd

eff!/T#, ~32!

whereSd
eff is the effective defect formation entropy, asso

ated withnonconfigurationaleffects during defect formation
process. Except for its nonconfigurational part, this form
is a direct analog of Eq.~15a! in the case of a monoatomi
solid. In a binary equiatomic compound, the equilibrium d
fect concentrations are solutions to the complete set of eq
tions ~3! and ~15! and, therefore, the temperature depend
cies of the defect concentrations are not expected to fol
the Arrhenius form in general.

Let us first address the question of whether Eq.~32! is
fulfilled by composition-conserving defects. The answer is as
follows: the concentration of composition-conserving defe
does exhibit a pseudo-Arrhenius temperature dependenc
in Eqs.~27!–~31!, provided that the formation enthalpies o
composition-conserving defects are well separated on the
ergy scale. However, there are two principal differences
tween the pseudo-Arrhenius temperature dependence o
equilibrium defect concentrations in binary compounds a
the Arrhenius form~32!.

~i! The effective formation enthalpy of a compositio
conserving defectHCD

eff which can be derived from Eqs
~27!–~31! as

HCD
eff 52

d ln xCD
t

dT21 U
p5const

, ~33!

turns out to be different from the actual defect formati
enthalpyHCD by a factor for which the following rule can b
established: The effective formation enthalpy of a
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composition-conserving defectHCD
eff is equal to the actual for

mation enthalpy of this defectHCD divided by the number of
point defects of anew type ~with respect to the defect struc
ture at zero temperature! created in the crystal by on
composition-conserving defect.

Indeed, from the examples worked out in Sec. II E
find that the effective formation enthalpy of a triple defect
HTN

eff 5HTN/2 in the Ni-rich NiAl where only two Ni vacan-
cies are the new point defects. Stoichiometric NiAl is defe
free in the ground state, and all three constituents of a tr
defect will be the new point defects in that case, so one
HTN

eff 5HTN/3 at the stoichiometric composition. Only on
new point defect will be generated in Al-rich NiAl by a tripl
or interbranch Al defect: an antisite Ni or Al atom, respe
tively. As a result, one hasHTN

eff 5HTN andH IA
eff5H IA .

~ii ! In contrast to the case of monoatomic solids, the
fective defect formation entropy in binary compounds m
contain a certainconfigurationalpart which can be derived
from the concentration-dependent pre-exponential factor
Eqs.~27!–~31!.

G. Single point defects

The analysis based on the Arrhenius formula Eq.~32!
may become quite misleading if applied to single point d
fects in partially ordered alloys.59,22The reason is that singl
point defects, including vacancies, are not composition c
serving. Under the experimental conditions, where the a
composition is fixed, single point defects can appear or
nihilate only in combinations with other point defects, i.e.,
composition-conserving defects. Therefore, the format
enthalpies of composition-conserving defects are the o
well-defined quantities within the canonical ensemble. T
effective formation enthalpy of a single point defect is jus
formal parameter satisfying Eq.~32!, but it should not be
interpreted as the enthalpy required to create this defect.
effective formation enthalpy of a single point defect mu
contain contributions from all the other point defects
volved in the corresponding defect reaction.

Nevertheless, since in many cases the concentration
single point defects have a pseudo-Arrhenius temperature
pendence, the corresponding analysis remains a usefu
perimental tool of extracting information regarding point d
fect energetics in NiAl and other compounds.66,67 We
therefore now outline the connection between the effec
formation enthalpies of single point defects and the enth
ies of formation of the composition-conserving defects.

Using Eq.~33! as a definition and applying it to the set
equations~15! one obtains a relationship equivalent to Eq
~16! but now for the effective formation enthalpies of sing
point defects. This relationship may be expressed as follo
The actual formation enthalpy of a composition-conservin
defect is equal to the sum of theeffectiveformation enthal-
pies of its constituents. To establish the inverse relationsh
one can consider Eqs.~16! as a set of equations in which th
effective formation energies of single point defects are
knowns.

For instance, the dominant thermal defect in the stoich
metric composition is the triple Ni defect which involves tw
Ni vacancies and one antisite Ni atom (2VNi1NiAl). Thus
the effective formation enthalpies of a Ni vacancy and
-
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antisite Ni atom are equal to each other and to the effec
formation enthalpy of a triple Ni defect in this region, i.e
HVNi

eff 5HNiAl

eff 5HTN/3 as has been obtained in Sec. II F. T

effective formation enthalpies of the two remaining po
defects, antisite Al atom and Al vacancy, can now be fou
using Eqs. ~16! and ~22!: HAlNi

eff 5HX
eff2HNiAl

eff and HVAl

eff

5HD
eff2HVNi

eff .

In the case of concentrated off-stoichiometric alloys (xd
t

!xd
c) the only way to satisfy Eq.~32! is to assign a zero

value to the effective formation enthalpy of the constitution
defects, thereby neglecting any temperature variation of t
concentration. The other effective formation enthalpies c
then be found from Eqs.~16!. The final results are summa
rized in Table I.

In fact, each of the obtained relationships explicitly spe
fies the quasichemical reaction which creates the given k
of single point defect in the given compositional region
NiAl, except for the constitutional defects for whichHeff

50. It is also worth mentioning that the obtained effecti
formation enthalpies are equivalent to ‘‘true’’ defect form
tion enthalpies introduced by Mishin and Farkas.53

III. METHOD OF CALCULATIONS

We use 54-site (33333) cubic supercells to simulat
isolated defects, and 108-site (33336) supercells to evalu-
ate the defect interactions. To perform large supercell ca
lations we take advantage of the order-N, locally self-
consistent Green’s function~LSGF! method introduced by
Abrikosovet al.68 The method has been successfully appl
to study ordered, disordered, and partially ordered meta
alloys.69

The original implementation of the LSGF method68 is
based on the atomic sphere approximation~ASA!. The cal-
culations performed within the ASA usually overestimate t
vacancy formation energy by as much as a factor of 2.70–72

This large error arises as a result of an inadequate treatm
of the electron charge depletion around the vacancy cau
by the spherical averaging of the electron density over e
atomic sphere, and would clearly invalidate the calculatio
A possible solution is to go beyond the ASA for the char
density but keep the ASA for the potential. This so-call
ASA1M approach, which is the first step towards the f
charge density technique,73 turns out to have sufficient accu
racy for surface energy,74 and vacancy formation energy75

calculations.
The details of our total energy calculations are as follow

Each atom of the supercell together with its three coordi

TABLE I. Effective formation enthalpies of single point defec
in Ni-rich (d,0), stoichiometric (d50), and Al-rich (d.0) NiAl
expressed through the formation enthalpies of compositi
conserving defects.

Defect d,0 d50 d.0

NiAl 0 HTN/3 HTN

VAl H IN/2 HD2HTN/3 HD

AlNi HX HX2HTN/3 H IA

VNi HTN/2 HTN/3 0
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tion shells of atoms was considered self-consistently a
local interaction zone~LIZ ! embedded in the multisublattic
effective medium of the LSGF method, having the symme
of theB2 crystal structure. The central on-site blockGLL8

RR of
the Korringa-Kohn-Rostocker~KKR! Green’s function ma-
trix calculated in the atomic sphere approximation~ASA!
was used to construct the charge density in the atomic sp
at a siteR of the supercell. The spherical components of
charge density were used to calculate the standard ASA
energy,69 whereas the non-spherical components of the e
tron density integrated over the atomic spheres formed
multipole momentsQL

R . The latter were used to calculate th
multipole contributions to the Madelung potential and e
ergy:

V0
R5

1

S (
R8,L8

M0,L8
R,R8QL8

R8 ~34!

and

EM5
1

2S (
R,L

QL
R (

R8,L8
ML,L8

R,R8QL8
R8 , ~35!

respectively. HereL is a short-hand notation for the (l ,m)

quantum numbers,ML,L8
R,R8 is the multipole Madelung matrix

which is equivalent to the conventional~unscreened! LMTO
structure constants for the entire supercell, andS is the
Wigner-Seitz radius. We used equal Wigner-Seitz radii
the atomic and empty spheres. Our calculations were
formed using two basis sets: with the angular moment
cutoff, l max52 and 3. Correspondingly, the nonzero mul
pole charges up tol 54 and 6 were taken into account. Th
total energy was calculated in the framework of the lo
density approximation~LDA ! as well as within the general
ized gradient approximation~GGA!, exploiting the Perdew
Burke, and Ernzerhof76 form of the exchange and correlatio
potential. The core states of Al and Ni were recalculated
each self-consistency loop using the soft-core approximat

In order to obtain the equation of state, the total ene
calculations for the 54-site supercells as well as for pure
Ni, and NiAl were performed at six different volumes
cover the pressure range from250 to 250 Kbar. The tota
energies were fitted by fourth-order polynomials. The en
gies and volumes corresponding to zero external pres
were used to calculate the defect formation energies and
umes according to Eq.~14!. Therefore, the effect of globa
relaxation of the crystal volume was taken into account
our calculations whereas the effect of local relaxation aro
the defects was not considered.

The pair interaction energyEA2B,n
int between two defectsA

and B separated by a distance corresponding to thenth co-
ordination shell radius was calculated using 108-site su
cells as a difference in total energy of the supercell conta
ing this defect pairEA2B,n

tot and of the supercell where thes
defects were separated by the largest possible dist
EA2B,max

tot ,

EA2B,n
int 5EA2B,n

tot 2EA2B,max
tot . ~36!
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The defect interaction energies were determined at a fi
volume corresponding to the calculated equilibrium latt
parameter of the stoichiometric NiAl.

IV. DEFECTS AT ZERO TEMPERATURE

Before we discuss the results of our calculations for
fects in NiAl it is useful to analyze how well the thermody
namic properties of the defect-free, stoichiometric NiAl a
described within the LSGF ASA1M method. In Table II we
compare our results for the equilibrium lattice paramet
heat of formation, bulk modulus, and its pressure derivat
for B2 NiAl obtained using three sets of parameters w
experimental data as well as with the results of previousab
initio calculations.

Because of the cubic symmetry of all the atomic positio
in perfect B2 NiAl, the effect of the multipole corrections t
the ASA is practically negligible in the absence of latti
defects. Therefore, our results obtained using three diffe
sets of parameters show only the effect of the basis set an
the exchange-correlation potential. The results of our LD
calculations with the angular momentum cutoffl max52 are
very close to experiment. When the basis set is increase
l max53, the agreement with experiment becomes worse,
we observe the well-known tendency of the LDA to unde
estimate the lattice constant and overestimate the bulk mo
lus and heat of formation. This LDA overbinding is lifte
when the gradient corrections are taken into account.
overall agreement of our GGA results with experiment
excellent even though the former are obtained within
atomic sphere approximation. Therefore, we consider
GGA l max53 results as the most reliable and containing
minimal number of approximations. In the following, unle
explicitly specified, only the results obtained within the GG
l max53 setup will be reported.

A. Defect formation energies and volumes

In Fig. 4~a! we show the formation energies of the perfe
stoichiometricB2 NiAl alloy and of four off-stoichiometric
alloys simulated by 54-site supercells, each containing on
the four point defects per supercell. For a comparison, in F
4~a! we also show the experimental data on the heat of
mation of NiAl alloys at 1100 K obtained by Henig an
Lukas63 ~HL! corrected for the standard state of Al as su
gested in Ref. 17. The linear~as within the Wagner-Schottky
model! dependencies of the alloy formation energy for t
cases when the deviation from stoichiometry is formed
each of the four point defects in NiAl, are shown in Fig. 4~a!.
On either side away from the exact stoichiometric compo
tion, one can see two branches of alloys: one correspon
to alloys having constitutional antisite defects~antisite
branch!, and the other corresponding to alloys containi
constitutional vacancies~vacancy branch!.

Figure 4~a! shows that the lower branch of the alloy fo
mation energy for Ni-rich NiAl corresponds to constitution
antisite Ni atoms, but for Al-rich NiAl, the alloys containin
constitutional Ni vacancies have lower energy of formatio
The calculated alloy formation energy for the stable branc
~solid lines! and the experimental heat of formation ha
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TABLE II. Ground-state properties of stoichiometric NiAl: equilibrium lattice parametera0, heat of
formationDH, bulk modulusB, and the pressure derivative of the bulk modulusB8.

Method Details a0 (Å) DH ~eV/atom! B ~Mbar! B8

Experiment 2.887a 20.75,b 20.68c 1.66,d 1.56e 4.060.5e

ASWf LDA 2.86 20.75 2.0
FLAPW LDA 2.84g 20.82,h 20.68i,j 1.8660.07h 4.260.5h

PP LDA 2.837k 1.85k

LMTO LDA 2.85,h 2.86l,m 20.83,h 20.79l,m

LSGFn LDA, l max52 2.87 20.81 1.8 4.0
LDA, l max53 2.81 20.84 2.0 4.5
GGA, l max53 2.87 20.76 1.7 3.8

aX-ray diffraction, Ref. 29.
bCalorimetry, Ref. 63, standard states are fcc Ni and liquid Al.
cCalorimetry, Ref. 17, standard states are fcc Ni and fcc Al.
dFrom single crystal elastic constants, Ref. 77.
eFrom equation of state of polycrystalline NiAl, Ref. 78.
fReference 7.
gReference 16.
hReference 14, standard states are bcc Ni and bcc Al.

iReference 10.
jFLASTO LDA, Ref. 17.
kReference 22.
lReference 13.
mReference 15.
nThis work.
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similar slopes for the Ni-rich and Al-rich sides, whereas t
slopes of the unstable branches~dashed lines! differ substan-
tially from experiment.

In Fig. 4~b! we compare our results for the lattice para
eter of NiAl alloys with the results of x-ray diffraction ex
periments of Bradley and Taylor28 ~BT! and Taylor and
Doyle29 ~TD!. A similarity in slopes of the concentratio
dependencies of the lattice parameter is seen between

FIG. 4. Formation energy~a! and lattice parameter~b! of NiAl
alloys as a function of alloy composition. Experimental data
Henig and Lukas~HL! ~Ref. 63!, Bradley and Taylor~BT! ~Ref.
28!, and Taylor and Doyle~TD! ~Ref. 29! are shown for compari-
son.
e

-

the

results of our calculations for the stable branches and exp
mental data.

The defect formation energies and volumes calculated
ing the three different sets of parameters are listed in Ta
III together with the estimates which are made from expe
mental concentration dependencies of the heat of formatio63

and lattice parameter.28,29 The best overall agreement of th
theoretical results and experimental estimates is obtained
ing the GGAl max53 setup which yields the lowest values
the defect formation energies. On the other hand, all the th
sets of theoretical results qualitatively agree with each ot
and there is only a numerical difference in defect format
energies obtained using different sets of parameters.

Due to the fact that the formation energies of single po
defects depend on the choice of the reference states, a d
comparison of our results given in Table III with the resu
of previous calculations, in which different reference sta
have been used, is not meaningful. On the other hand,
formation energies of composition-conserving defects, wh
do not depend on a particular choice of the reference sta
can be compared directly. Thus we have used the dat
Table III as well as the data reported in Refs. 18,22,53
obtain the formation energies and volumes of typic
composition-conserving defects defined in Sec. II D. Th
results are presented in Table IV. One can see that all
four sets of results qualitatively agree with each other a
predict the same ascending order of the formation ener
and very similar formation volumes of the compositio
conserving defects.

The agreement is very encouraging due to the relativ
small values of the defect energies, on one hand, and di
ences in computational procedures and approaches on
other. This is so, firstly, because of the difference betwe
all-electron and pseudopotential techniques, and, moreo
betweenab initio and empirical approaches. Secondly, t
effects of the local relaxation around defects are neglecte
this study, Fuet al.18 neglected the global~volume! relax-
ation, whereas the atomic positions were fully relaxed in
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TABLE III. Formation energiesEd ~eV! and the relative formation volumesVd /V0, of single point
defects in NiAl calculated by the LSGF method with multipole corrections with three different se
parameters as well as estimated from experimental data, Refs. 28,29,63. Standard states are fcc Ni an

Method Ed Vd /V0

NiAl VAl AlNi VNi NiAl VAl AlNi VNi

LDA, l max52 1.30 2.69 2.64 0.70 0.21 0.89 0.16 0.64
LDA, l max53 1.25 2.20 2.72 0.66 0.21 0.86 0.10 0.62
GGA, l max53 1.13 1.91 2.51 0.62 0.20 0.84 0.13 0.61
Experiment 1.14 0.38 0.20 0.55
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first-principles calculations by Meyer and Fa¨hnle and atom-
istic simulations by Mishin and Farkas.53 Note also that our
calculations as well as the calculations by Meyer a
Fähnle22 have been performed for larger supercells th
those by Fuet al.18

All the theoretical calculations seem to give a somew
higher formation energy of a triple defect than expected fr
experimental estimates.63,79On the other hand, the agreeme
between theoretical and experimental formation volumes
triple defect is excellent.

The formation energies and volumes of the interbran
defects are also listed in Table IV. The formation energies
the interbranch defects are found to be positive and, th
fore, the results of the four theoretical calculations are c
sistent with each other and predict the same defect struc
in the maximally ordered state: antisite Ni atoms for Ni-ri
compositions and Ni vacancies for Al-rich compositions.

B. The effect of pressure

A knowledge of the defect formation volumes allows f
an analysis of the possible effect of pressure on the de
structure. Since a Ni vacancy has a relatively large forma
volume, it is expected that at sufficiently high pressures
constitutional vacancies will be ‘‘pressed out’’ and Al-ric
NiAl will become a substitutional alloy with only antisite A
atoms present in the ground state. Indeed, since the fo
tion volume of the interbranch Al defect is negative, t
enthalpy of this defect must change sign at a pressure
about pc'160 Kbar. Direct calculations of the defect fo
d
n
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mation enthalpies, i.e., without linearization of Eq.~13!,
yield a similar result for the crossover pressure,pc
5175 Kbar. However, since the formation enthalpyHVNi

grows very rapidly with pressure, at pressures above 41 K
it becomes larger than the formation enthalpy of the stoich
metric NiAl, so the vacancy branch becomes absolutely
stable against a decomposition into pure fcc Al and stoich
metric NiAl at T50.

These results have been basically confirmed by indep
dent pseudopotential calculations,80 in which both local and
global relaxation have been taken into account. In addition
is found that substitutional solid solution in Al-rich NiA
alloys can be stabilized by further increasing of press
above 250 Kbar at least with respect to the decomposi
into NiAl1fcc Al or NiAl 1Ni2Al3 two-phase mixtures.
Note also, that the mentioned change of the solid solut
type in Al-rich NiAl with pressure is predicted to give rise t
the first-order phase transition terminated with a critic
point.81 Experimentally, the effect of partial filling of Ni va-
cancies by Al atoms has been observed in Al-rich alloys
high temperatures under pressures up to 70 Kbar.82

C. Defect interactions

The results of our calculations of the defect interacti
energies are summarized in Table V. The accuracy of
calculated defect interaction energies is determined by
residual interactions of the two defects at the maximal se
ration distance within a 108-atom supercell, as well as by
neglect of local relaxation. As follows from our convergen
.

TABLE IV. Calculated and experimental formation energies,ECD ~eV!, and relative formation volumes
VCD /V0 of typical composition-conserving defects in NiAl.

Name ECD VCD /V0

PPa EAMb PPc LSGFd Exp. PPc LSGFd Exp.

Triple ~TN! 2.83 2.05 2.22 2.36 1.90e 1.19 1.41 1.31f

1.6421.83g

Divacancy~D! 3.07 2.46 2.71 2.53 1.26 1.45
Exchange~X! 3.15 2.54 3.10 3.63 0.29 0.33
Triple Al ~TA! 6.46 5.41 6.30 6.32 1.61 1.82

Interbranch Ni~IN! 3.31 2.87 3.20 2.69 1.32 1.49
Interbranch Al~IA ! 0.32 0.49 0.88 1.28 20.90 21.08

aPseudopotential, Ref. 18.
bEmbedded atom method, Ref. 53.
cPseudopotential, Ref. 22.
dThis work.

eFrom the enthalpy of alloy formation, Ref. 63.
fFrom the lattice parameter data, Refs. 28,29.
gPerturbed angular correlation of gamma rays, Ref. 79
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tests, the former contribution is less than 0.01 eV. The c
tribution due to local relaxations is difficult to estimate wit
out performing the corresponding calculations which
problematic within the ASA. Typical values of the local r
laxation energy for isolated point defects in NiAl are of t
order of 0.05–0.5 eV~Refs. 21,83! which are comparable
with the calculated values of the interaction energy at
first and second coordination shell. However, it is natura
expect that the energy of local relaxation around a defect
and the energy of local relaxation around isolated defects
of the same order and, therefore, must cancel each other
large extent when one calculates the defect-defect interac
energy. Thus, one can expect the residual contribution to
only a fraction of the local relaxation energies for isolat
defects. Certainly, a direct investigation of this proble
would be of great interest.

Let us now analyze what influence the calculated de
interactions might have on the ground-state structure
NiAl. There may be at least two mechanisms by which d
fect interactions can change the ground state.

~i! Because of the interaction between defects of the s
kind, the concentration dependence of the alloy format
energy may become non-linear, so the two branches of al
~see Fig. 4! may interchange or cross each other at so
point,

~ii ! Antisite defects and vacancies, all situated on
same sublattice, form bound complexes because of an at
tive interaction between them. In this case the two branc
of alloys will be ‘‘glued’’ together.

We find that the interaction energy of any two defe
situated on the same sublattice and separated by a distan
one lattice parametera0, is always repulsive and an order o
magnitude smaller than the energies of interbranch def
~see Table IV!. This means that neither of the two possib

TABLE V. Interaction energiesEA2B,n
int ~eV!, of various defect

pairs in NiAl obtained by the EAM method~Ref. 53! and by the
LSGF method~this work! at the calculated equilibrium lattice pa
rametersa0 of the perfect stoichiometric NiAl.

Defect pair Coord. shell,n Distance EAM LSGF

NiAl2AlNi 1 1
2 a0^111& 20.487 20.557

VAl2AlNi 20.655 20.540
NiAl2VNi 20.013 0.009
VAl2VNi 0.060 20.067

NiAl2NiAl 2 a0^100& 0.185 0.117
NiAl2VAl 0.105 0.126
VAl2VAl 20.081 0.044
AlNi2AlNi 20.692 0.103
AlNi2VNi 0.255 0.063
VNi2VNi 20.104 0.126

NiAl2NiAl 3 a0^110& 20.001
VNi2VNi 0.004

NiAl2NiAl 5 a0^111& 0.012
VNi2VNi 0.010

NiAl2NiAl 6 a0^200& 20.003
VNi2VNi 0.016
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mechanisms discussed above can work in NiAl, and the c
stitution of the ground state obtained for non-interacting
fects, Eq.~26!, holds.

However, the repulsive character of the interaction b
tween constitutional defects at the shortest possible dista
means that in the ground state these defects must form
ordered structure in which they are separated by a dista
larger than the lattice parametera0. This conclusion is in
agreement with the experimentally observed strong tende
of constitutional defects in NiAl to avoid the same kind
defect at the first neighbor distance of their sublattice.2 In
order to determine what kind of ordered structure the con
tutional defects form in NiAl, additional information regard
ing the defects interactions at longer distances is necess
As Table V shows, NiAl2NiAl andVNi2VNi interactions be-
yond the second coordination shell are already very we
Accordingly, since constitutional defects in NiAl do not hav
a strong negative interaction energy at any distance, the
dency towards long-range ordering is also weak. This
probably the main reason why mostly short-range order
constitutional defects in NiAl is seen in experiments.2

It is noteworthy that the interaction energy of two Ni v
cancies has a local minimum at the third coordination sh
which corresponds to the separation distancea0^110& be-
tween the vacancies. This minimum accounts for the str
ture of the low-temperature Ni2Al3 phase, which may be
viewed as a continuation of the B2 NiAl phase in which
Ni vacancies are separated by the distancea0^110&B2 in the
$111%B2 plane so that each third$111%B2 plane of Ni atoms is

missing.28,29 As the separation between vacancies in
^111& direction is a0^111&B2, the resulting rhombohedra
structure is additionally stabilized by the relaxation of t
c/a ratio. The recently observed Ni3Al4 (Ni3Ga4 prototype!
phase contains constitutional vacancies separated by
a0^110&B2 and a0^210&B2 distances.47 An intermediate~be-
tween short-range and long-range! order of vacancies was
observed in Al-richB2 NiAl by electron diffraction.46 Ni
vacancies were found to form characteristic clusters in
$111% plane, in which they were separated at a distance
a0^110&.

On the other hand, the structure of the low-temperat
Ni-rich phase Ni5Al3 ~structure type Ga3Pt5) can be viewed
as a result of ordering of antisite Ni atoms into colline
chains along thê110&B2 direction. The chains are separate
by distancesa0^111&B2 and a0^200&B2, so that two antisite
Ni atoms never occur ata0^100&B2 distance from one an
other. This kind of ordering is consistent with the calculat
maximum of the interaction energy within a NiAl2NiAl de-
fect pair at aa0^100&B2 distance, as well as with a ver
shallow pair interaction potential between antisite Ni ato
at longer distances. In the crystal structure proposed fo
pre-Martensitic partially ordered Ni-rich NiAl,41 each anti-
site Ni atom may have at maximum twoa0^100&, four
a0^110&, four a0^200&, and eighta0^111& other antisite Ni
neighbors. Our results for the interaction energies stron
suggest that at leasta0^100& neighboring should not occur in
the structure, which reduces the maximal possible numbe
a0^111& neighbors to four and makes the structure equival
to the structure of the Ni5Al3 phase.
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In summary, our calculations show that the onset of de
interactions at low temperatures does not affect the statis
of the constitutional defects in NiAl but leads to a defe
ordering which is, in general, consistent with experimen
observations.

In Table V we also list the defect interaction energ
obtained by Mishin and Farkas.53 The agreement betwee
the values in the first part of the table is surprising in view
the abovementioned difference in methodology, but so is
disagreement in the second part of the table. The most s
ing difference exists for an AlNi2AlNi defect pair: in our
calculations two neighboring antisite Al defects weakly re
each other, whereas in the EAM calculations a strong att
tive interaction is obtained the absolute value of which
even larger than the EAM energy of an interbranch Al d
fect. This means that the EAM calculations actually pred
the maximally ordered state of Al-rich alloys to be form
by clusters of antisite Al atoms, whereas Ni vacancies m
appear only as thermal defects, in contrast to experime
observations.

The reason for this discrepancy might originate from
internal limitations of the EAM model, which reveal them
selves for such a delicate characteristic as the energ
defect-defect interaction. The error due to the neglect of
local relaxation in our calculations cannot be completely
cluded either. However, due to the abovementioned effec
cancellation of the local relaxation contributions, the lat
error should be too small to cover the whole difference
tween the calculated AlNi2AlNi interaction energies.

V. DEFECTS AT FINITE TEMPERATURES

In this section we present the results of our calculations
the equilibrium defect concentrations in NiAl alloys at 13
K obtained by numerical solution of Eq.~15!. We show that
the thermal defect statistics may be interpreted in terms
composition-conserving defects in almost the entire com
sitional interval. The calculations were performed for non
teracting defects. Possible influence of the defect interact
is briefly discussed at the end of the section.

A. Characterization of thermal defects

The calculated equilibrium atomic concentrations of d
fects,xd , in NiAl at 1300 K and zero external pressure a
shown in Fig. 5~a! as a function of deviation from stoichi
ometry d. The main defects in Ni-rich NiAl are antisite N
atoms, and in Al-rich NiAl vacancies on the Ni sublattic
Most of these are constitutional defects, the atomic conc
trations of which are given by Eq.~26!. In this respect, it is
useful to separate thermal defects, which appear at a fi
temperature, from constitutional defects which are presen
the ground state atT50. The concentrations of thermal de
fectsxd

t in NiAl at 1300 K are plotted in Fig. 5~b!.
It is commonly believed that triple defect is the main the

mal excitation in NiAl. Indeed, for Ni-rich and stoichio
metric NiAl, we find that the dominant thermal defects a
vacancies on the Ni sublattice and antisite Ni atoms, wh
are the constituents of a triple defect. The concentration
these defects behave asudu21/2 in Ni-rich alloys, in accor-
dance with Eq.~29!, whereas the thermal defect concent
ct
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tions form a sharp peak in the vicinity of the stoichiomet
composition, as expected from Eqs.~27! and ~28!.

On the Al-rich side, the concentration of thermal antis
Ni atoms quickly becomes very small with increasing o
stoichiometry, but antisite Al atoms appear in a relative
large amount. These findings are in good agreement w
formulas ~30! and ~31!, respectively. The concentration o
vacancies on the Ni sublattice behaves even more inte
ingly. It decreases very rapidly with deviation from stoich
ometry, and when the parameterd exceeds the value o
0.023, the concentration of thermally formed Ni vacanc
becomesnegative. This means that at 1300 K the equilibrium
concentration of Ni vacancies in Al-rich NiAl alloys with
more than 52.3 at. % Al decreases with temperature. It
been shown in our previous work84 and independently by
Meyer and Fa¨hnle22 that this kind of thermal behavior can b
associated only with the interbranch Al defect, in which tw
constitutional Ni vacancies are replaced by one antisite
atom ~see Fig. 3!.

Let us now demonstrate that the triple defect is the do
nant thermal defect in the Ni-rich and stoichiometric NiA
whereas the interbranch Al defect is the dominant therm

FIG. 5. Equilibrium concentrations of single point defects
Ni1/22dAl1/21d at 1300 K as a function of the deviation from
stoichiometryd: ~a! Total defect concentrations;~b! concentrations
of thermal defects~defined in the text!. The legend in the figure
applies to both panels. The thin long-dashed line in panel~b! shows
the negative concentration of thermal vacancies on the Ni sub
tice.
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defect in the Al-rich NiAl. In Fig. 6 we show the calculate
ratios between the thermal defect concentrations

RTN5
xVNi

t

2xNiAl

t
,

RIA52
xVNi

t

2xAlNi

t
. ~37!

The ratio RTN should be close to one if the domina
thermal excitations are of triple defect type, whileRIA should
be close to one if the dominant thermal excitations are
interbranch Al defects. Thus, we find that thermal excitatio
in NiAl at 1300 K are mainly of triple defect type ford
,0.023 and of interbranch Al type ford.0.023. At the
boundary between the two composition regions, where
crossoverxNiAl

t 5xAlNi

t occurs, the thermal excitations can b

characterized as exchange defects.
While a triple defect produces three point defects in NiA

thereby increasing the vacancy concentration, an interbra
defect is a composition-conserving defect which brings
tally 21 point defect into the system (AlNi22VNi) and de-
creases the concentration of vacancies. The latter typ
thermal defect is favored by the entropy term: the remova
two vacancies~which are constitutional, i.e., are present
the ground state in relatively large amount! does not reduce
the entropy very much, but the creation of a new~with re-
spect to the ground state! antisite Al defect increases entrop
As a result, the total number of point defects~counted with
respect to the idealB2 structure! decreases with temperatur
but the entropy increases due to the diversification of
defect structure. Thus, while in Al-rich NiAl alloys the de
viation from stoichiometry is formed only due to constit
tional Ni vacancies at zero temperature, a certain amoun
antisite Al atoms may appear as thermal excitations. Acco
ing to our calculations, the concentration of antisite Al ato
in Al-rich NiAl at 1300 K does not exceed 1026, whereas
their concentration should be much higher~up to 1023) ac-
cording to Fuet al.18 The concentration of antisite Al atom
is determined by the formation enthalpy of interbranch
defect which, as we have shown in Sec. IV B, is sensitive
pressure and, therefore, to the effects of global and lo

FIG. 6. Ratios of the thermal defect concentrations at 1300
~see text!. RTN is close to one if triple defects dominate in th
statistics of thermal defects,RIA is close to one if the dominan
thermal defects are interbranch Al defects.
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relaxation. However, the results of allab initio studies agree
qualitatively on the fact that interbranch Al defects must
the dominant thermal defects in Al-rich NiAl.

The formation enthalpy of an interbranch Al defect m
be considerably reduced by applying external pressure a
have shown in Sec. IV B. Accordingly, one may expect
considerable reduction of the vacancy concentration an
corresponding increase of the concentration of antisite
atoms at high temperature and pressure. This is exactly w
was observed in experiment82 and called ‘‘vacancy filling.’’

Note that a similar ‘‘negative’’ behavior of defect conce
trations has been reported by Mayeret al.58 for Al-rich FeAl
alloys. In that case the situation is completely reversed:
concentration of antisite Al atoms decreases with increas
temperature at the expense of the concentration of vacan
on the Fe sublattice. At high temperatures the latter defe
become dominant, whereas at low temperatures Al anti
defects are more stable. This effect can simply be descr
by the defect reaction AlFe→2VFe, i.e., as an interbranch
defect. Due to the low energy of this defect, the number
thermal vacancies becomes so high at elevated tempera
that most of the antisite aluminum atoms on the iron sub
tice turn out to be used up. Recent neutron diffraction stud
of FeAl performed by Kogachiet al.85,86 seem to confirm
this result.

Another example is the defect structure in PdAl which h
been calculated by Fu.19 It can be interpreted as interbranc
defects dominating the Al-rich as well as the Pd-rich regio
whereas triple defects dominate only in nearly stoichiome
PdAl. Thus, we see that interbranch defects are rather c
mon thermal defects in off-stoichiometricB2 transition-
metal aluminides, and must find their place in the list
composition-conserving defects side by side with triple d
fects.

B. Minimum of the vacancy concentration

At low temperatures, triple defects dominate for t
stoichiometric and Ni-rich compositions, whereas inte
branch defects become dominant for the Al-rich compo
tions. Our calculations show that the region in which trip
defects dominate expands towards Al-rich compositions w
increasing temperature as shown in Fig. 7.

The boundary between the region in which triple defe
dominate and the region in which interbranch Al defe
dominate can be defined by the crossover conditionxTN
5xIA . The crossover concentrationdB can be estimated
from Eqs.~30! and ~31!:

dB'
1

4
exp@~H IA2HTN!/4T#. ~38!

Thus, for an Al-rich alloy~shown in Fig. 7 by a vertical
dot-dashed line! the equilibrium vacancy concentration d
creases only up to a certain temperature, below which
interbranch Al defects dominate over the triple defect, wh
above that temperature the vacancy concentration star
increase because the triple defects become dominant for
alloy composition. As a result, a minimum appears in t
temperature dependence of the equilibrium vacancy con
tration, as predicted by Smirnov.34,35The calculated tempera
ture of the minimum is shown in Fig. 7 by a dashed line.

K
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The temperature of the minimumTmin for an Al-rich alloy
can easily be estimated from the conditiondxVNi

/dT50:

d'
1

4 S HTN

H IA
D 1/4

exp@~H IA2HTN!/4Tmin#. ~39!

C. Effective vacancy formation energy

The effective formation energies and volumes of sin
point defects can be calculated using Table I and the num
cal values given in Table IV. Moreover, since the domina
thermal defects in all compositional regions of NiAl ha
been characterized, it is now possible to assign a cer
effective formation enthalpy tothermalantisite Ni atoms in
Ni-rich alloys as well as tothermalNi vacancies in Al-rich
region.

Let us concentrate on the effective vacancy formation
ergy in NiAl, which is mostly determined by thermal N
vacancies. According to our theoretical calculations, it
equal to EV

eff5ETN/2 in Ni-rich alloys andEV
eff5ETN/3 in

stoichiometric NiAl. The corresponding numerical estima
may be obtained using the theoretical or experimental va
of ETN given in Table IV. For Ni-rich alloys whose compo
sition is close to stoichiometry a crossover behavior for
effective vacancy formation energy is expected betwee
value ofETN/2 at low temperatures and a value ofETN/3 at
high temperatures.

As follows from our calculations, the total concentratio
of Ni vacancies should decrease in Al-rich alloys at tempe
tures belowTmin . In this domain of compositions and tem
peratures, the formation energy of an interbranch Al def
EIA , may be regarded as an effective energy of vaca
annihilation. At temperatures above theTmin new, thermal
Ni vacancies will be created with the effective formatio
energyEV

eff5ETN . This complicated behavior of the effec

FIG. 7. Boundary between two regions of NiAl in which trip
defects~TN! or interbranch Al defects~IA ! dominate, respectively
~solid line!. Temperature at which the equilibrium vacancy conce
tration takes a minimum~dashed line!. Shaded lines depict the
phase boundaries of NiAl according to the phase diagram~Ref. 48!.
Vertical dot-dashed line corresponds to an alloy with a fixed co
position (d50.023).
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tive formation energy of thermal vacancies in NiAl as a fun
tion of composition and temperature may partly account
the considerable scatter of the experimental data which
be found in the literature.1,2,52,66,79,87

D. Thermal defect complexes

Let us now analyze the possible effects of defect inter
tions on the structure of thermal defects in NiAl. First of a
the fact that the calculated interactions for theVNi2VNi ,
VNi2NiAl , and NiAl2NiAl defect pairs are found to be wea
and mostly repulsive~see Table V!, supports the existing
point of view1 that all three constituents of a triple defe
~two vacancies and one antisite defect! exist individually in
NiAl without forming a bound complex.

The interactions of point defects separated by the shor
interatomic distance1

2 a0^111& are found to be strong an
attractive in two cases. Our calculations give a large nega
interaction energy between the constituents of an excha
defect, therefore, the exchange pair NiAl2AlNi should exist
as a bound complex in NiAl. The lowering of the formatio
energy of the exchange pair due to the interaction betw
NiAl and AlNi is still insufficient to make exchange pairs th
dominant thermal defects in Al-rich NiAl alloys.

A large attractive interaction is also found between
antisite Al atom and a vacancy on the Al sublattice. Ho
ever, due to the large formation enthalpy of the triple
defect~Table IV! it seems unlikely that the influence of th
defect interaction on the equilibrium defect concentratio
would be significant.

However, the first-neighbor defect pairs discussed ab
may be formed in the course of atomic diffusion as a res
of subsequent vacancy jumps.88–91 Their formation and in-
teraction energies are therefore valuable for understan
the kinetic processes in NiAl.

The physical reason for the strong attractive NiAl2AlNi
and AlNi2VAl interactions is the reduction of the number
energetically unfavorable Al-Al bonds, which are replac
by strong Ni2Al bonds upon the formation of the defec
complexes. A very rough estimate of the pair interaction
ergies within this simplest nearest-neighbor bond pict
Eint' 1

2 DHNiAl , agrees well with the results of rigorous ca
culations. Another contribution is due to a reduction of t
elastic energy within the defect complexes.

VI. SUMMARY

The formation enthalpies of point defects in NiAl as we
as the interaction energies of various defect pairs have b
calculated by an order-N, locally self-consistent Green’s
function method within the ASA1M approach. We have
found that the ground state of off-stoichiometric NiAl alloy
is formed by antisite Ni atoms on the Al sublattice in Ni-ric
NiAl and by vacancies on the Ni sublattice in Al-rich NiA
According to the calculated defect interactions, the const
tional defects of the same kind must form ordered structu
in the ground state, in which they tend to avoid each othe
the shortest possible distance on their sublattice.

The equilibrium defect concentrations at finite tempe
tures are studied both numerically and analytically within t
Wagner-Schottky model using a canonical ensemble.

-

-
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dominant point defects are characterized and their effec
formation energies are obtained for the stoichiometric
well as for the off-stoichiometric alloy compositions.

The dominant thermal defects are shown to be triple
fects in Ni-rich and stoichiometric NiAl and interbranch A
defects in Al-rich NiAl. Since an interbranch Al defect ann
hilates two constitutional vacancies and creates only one
tisite Al atom, the equilibrium amount of vacancies as w
as the total number of point defects mustdecreasewith tem-
perature in Al-rich NiAl at low temperatures.

The calculated defect interactions indicate that all th
constituents of a triple defect may exist individually in NiA
without forming a bound complex. In contrast, a strong
tractive interaction was found for the following defect pa
in NiAl: Ni on the Al sublattice and Al on the Ni sublattice
and vacancy on the Al sublattice and Al on the Ni sublatti
Although the defect interactions are shown to have only
nor effects on the equilibrium defect concentrations, th
may be of importance for understanding the kinetic p
cesses and metastable defect arrangements in NiAl.
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